CRESC.

High Bb Instruments #4

Triple Meters

Multi Meters

Possible Points

Points Received

Bonus Points "+"
(max. 10 pts.)

Duple Meters
50pts

Cut Time & Triplets
20pts.

Triple Meter
20pts.

Multi Meters
10pts.

Total Points

Final Score
Class or
Section Rank

R. Moon -2-
'Cumulative Rhythm Evaluation System to assess Comprehension'

Duple Meters (___)

Bb Instruments #4

Cut Time / Triplets (___) Credit denied if not counted in two.

Note: You may go on to the "Triplet" section, even if you have been denied full credit three consecutive measures in cut time.
Cut Time / Triplets  Credit denied if not counted in two.
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\(\frac{d}{2} = 60\)

**Duple Meters**

\[\text{Eb Instruments #4}\]

\[\text{Cut Time / Triplets}\]

Credit denied if not counted in two.

\[\text{Note: You may go on to the "Triplet" section, even if you have been denied full credit three consecutive measures in cut time.}\]
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Note: You may go on to the "Triplet" section, even if you have been denied full credit three consecutive measures in cut time.
Duple Meters

Cut Time / Triplets  Credit denied if not counted in two.

Note: You may go on to the "Triplet" section, even if you have been denied full credit three consecutive measures in cut time.
C INSTRUMENTS #4

TRIPLE METERS

MULTI METERS

Possible Points | Points Received | Bonus Points "+" (max. 10 pts.)
---|---|---
Duple Meters | 50pts | 
Cut Time & Triplets | 20pts. | 
Triple Meter | 20pts. | 
Multi Meters | 10pts. | 

Total Points | \( \times 2 \) | 
Final Score | 
Class or Section Rank | 

R. Moon -2-
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j = 60

Duple Meters

High Bb Instruments #4

Cut Time / Triplets

Credit denied if not counted in two.

Note: You may go on to the "Triplet" section, even if you have been denied full credit three consecutive measures in cut time.
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\[ \text{Duple Meters} \]

\[ \text{Low Bb Instruments #4} \]

\[ \text{Cut Time / Triplets} \] Credit denied if not counted in two.

Note: You may go on to the "Triplet" section, even if you have been denied full credit three consecutive measures in cut time.
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Duple Meters

Oboes / Mallets #4

Cut Time / Triplets
Credit denied if not counted in two.

Note: You may go on to the "Triplet" section, even if you have been denied full credit three consecutive measures in cut time.
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Duple Meters

Tuba #4

Cut Time / Triplets  Credit denied if not counted in two.

Note: You may go on to the "Triplet" section, even if you have been denied full credit three consecutive measures in cut time.